STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this: 

FEDERAL OFFICES

PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT
VOTE FOR ONE TEAM

JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN
Republican

BARACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN
Democratic-Farmer-Labor

CYNTHIA MCKINNEY AND ROGELIA RIVERA
Green

ROGER C. CALVO AND ALEXANDRA KENNEDY
Independent

RALPH NADER AND MATT DONZELLO
Independent

ROB BARR AND WAYNE A. ROOT
Libertarian

CHUCK BALDWIN AND DARRELL CASTLE
Constitution

U.S. SENATOR VOTE FOR ONE

DEAN BARKLEY
Independence

NORM COLEMAN
Republican

AL FRANKEN
Democratic-Farmer-Labor

CHARLES ALDRICH
Libertarian

JAMES NEMACKL
Constitution

STATE OFFICES

STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 359 VOTE FOR ONE

MARK BUESGENS
Rep/Independent

TAYLOR KRISTOFFE-JONES
Democratic-Farmer-Labor

write-in, Faby

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

Failure to vote on a constitutional amendment, will have the same effect as voting no for the amendment.

To vote for a proposed constitutional amendment, completely fill in the oval next to the word "YES" for the question. To vote against a proposed constitutional amendment, completely fill in the oval next to the word "NO" for the question.

ROGER-CALERO AND AYLYSON KENNEDY
Secular Voters

RALPH NADER AND MATT DONZELLO
Independent

ROB BARR AND WAYNE A. ROOT
Libertarian

CHUCK BALDWIN AND DARRELL CASTLE
Constitution

U.S. SENATOR VOTE FOR ONE

DEAN BARKLEY
Independence

NORM COLEMAN
Republican

AL FRANKEN
Democratic-Farmer-Labor

CHARLES ALDRICH
Libertarian

JAMES NEMACKL
Constitution

COUNTY OFFICES

COUNTY COMMISSIONER DISTRICT 2 VOTE FOR ONE

CHRIS OLSON

TOM WOLF

write-in, Faby

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 1 VOTE FOR ONE

JON KLINE
Republican

STEVE SARVI
Democratic-Farmer-Labor

write-in, Faby

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 2 VOTE FOR ONE

LINDA K. BROWN

SCOTT TRACY

write-in, Faby

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 3 VOTE FOR ONE

PAUL KRUEGER

write-in, Faby

SCHOOL DISTRICT QUESTIONS

(Prior Lake/Savage Area Schools)

To vote for a question, completely fill in the oval next to the word "YES" for that question. To vote against a question, completely fill in the oval next to the word "NO" for that question.

SPECIAL ELECTION

SCHOOL DISTRICT QUESTION 1 APPROVAL OF SCHOOL DISTRICT REFERENDUM REVENUE AUTHORIZATION

The proposed referendum revenue authorization of $841,22 per pupil of Independent School District No. 719 (Prior Lake/Savage Area Schools) has expired. The Board has proposed a new authorization that would be $210 per pupil greater than the school district's expired authorization and that would increase the school district's authorization to $1,051.22 per pupil. The proposed referendum revenue authorization would be applicable for ten years unless otherwise revoked or reduced as provided by law. Shall the increase in the revenue proposed by the Board of Independent School District No. 719 be approved?

write-in, Faby

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT
**STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT**

**SPECIAL ELECTION**

**SCHOOL DISTRICT QUESTION 2**

**APPROVAL OF SCHOOL DISTRICT REFERENDUM/REVENUE AUTHORIZATION**

The board of Independent School District No. 719 (Prairie Lake/Savage Area No. 1010) has also proposed to increase the student education revenue by $11 per pupil. The proposed referendum revenue authorization would be applicable for ten years unless otherwise re-authorized or reduced as provided by law.

If School District Ballot Question 2 is approved, the proposed increase in the revenue proposed by the board of Independent School District No. 719 also be approved?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BY VOTING &quot;YES&quot; ON THIS BALLOT QUESTION, YOU ARE VOTING FOR A PROPERTY TAX INCREASE.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**JUDICIAL OFFICES**

**SUPREME COURT**

**ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 3**

**VOTE FOR ONE**

- **PAUL H. ANDERSON**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Jan

- **TIM THIELSTAD**
  - write-in: Feb

**ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 4**

**VOTE FOR ONE**

- **LORE SKJERVEN GLIDRA**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Mar

- **DEBORAH HEDLUND**
  - write-in: Apr

**COURT OF APPEALS**

**JUDGE 16**

**VOTE FOR ONE**

- **DAN GRIFFITH**
  - write-in: May

- **TERRI J. STONEBURNER**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Jun

- **EDWARD TOUSSAINT, Jr.**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Jul

- **THOMAS J. KALITOWSKI**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Aug

- **ROGER N. KLAPPAKE**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Sep

**JUDGE 15**

**VOTE FOR ONE**

- **HARRIET LANSING**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Feb

- **JOSEPH CARTER**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Mar

- **KEVIN G. ROSS**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Apr

- **CAROL HOOKE**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: May

- **KEVIN E. IDE**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Jun

- **ROBERT R. KING, JR.**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Jul

- **EDWARD LYNCH**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Aug

- **SHAWN MOYNihan**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Sep

- **THOMAS G. MCCARTHY**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Oct

- **RICHARD C. PERKINS**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Nov

**JUDGE 14**

**VOTE FOR ONE**

- **NATHANIEL J. REITZ**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Feb

- **JOSEPH CARTER**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Mar

- **KEVIN G. ROSS**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Apr

- **CAROL HOOKE**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: May

- **KEVIN E. IDE**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Jun

- **ROBERT R. KING, JR.**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Jul

- **EDWARD LYNCH**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Aug

- **SHAWN MOYNihan**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Sep

- **THOMAS G. MCCARTHY**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Oct

- **RICHARD C. PERKINS**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Nov

**1ST DISTRICT COURT**

**JUDGE 27**

**VOTE FOR ONE**

- **MICHAE L V. SOVIJS**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Feb

- **MIKE FAHEY**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Mar

- **NATHANIEL J. REITZ**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Apr

- **JOSEPH CARTER**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: May

- **KEVIN G. ROSS**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Jun

- **CAROL HOOKE**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Jul

- **KEVIN E. IDE**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Aug

- **ROBERT R. KING, JR.**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Sep

- **EDWARD LYNCH**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Oct

- **SHAWN MOYNihan**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Nov

- **THOMAS G. MCCARTHY**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Dec

- **RICHARD C. PERKINS**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Jan

**JUDGE 28**

**VOTE FOR ONE**

- **JUDITH K. OZAWA**
  - write-in: Feb

- **JUDITH A. LOEE**
  - write-in: Mar

- **JUDITH A. BOWMAN**
  - write-in: Apr

- **JUDITH A. SMITH**
  - write-in: May

- **JUDITH A. HAYES**
  - write-in: Jun

- **JUDITH A. McGRADY**
  - write-in: Jul

- **JUDITH A. HOWARD**
  - write-in: Aug

- **JUDITH A. THOMAS**
  - write-in: Sep

- **JUDITH A. SHAW**
  - write-in: Oct

- **JUDITH A. HANSEN**
  - write-in: Nov

- **JUDITH A. MILLER**
  - write-in: Dec

**JUDGE 29**

**VOTE FOR ONE**

- **JUDITH K. OZAWA**
  - write-in: Feb

- **JUDITH A. LOEE**
  - write-in: Mar

- **JUDITH A. BOWMAN**
  - write-in: Apr

- **JUDITH A. SMITH**
  - write-in: May

- **JUDITH A. HAYES**
  - write-in: Jun

- **JUDITH A. McGRADY**
  - write-in: Jul

- **JUDITH A. HOWARD**
  - write-in: Aug

- **JUDITH A. THOMAS**
  - write-in: Sep

- **JUDITH A. SHAW**
  - write-in: Oct

- **JUDITH A. HANSEN**
  - write-in: Nov

- **JUDITH A. MILLER**
  - write-in: Dec

**JUDGE 30**

**VOTE FOR ONE**

- **KARIN ASPHAUD**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Feb

- **THOMAS W. BIBUS**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Mar

- **NARY THEISEN**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Apr

**JUDGE 31**

**VOTE FOR ONE**

- **KARIN ASPHAUD**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Feb

- **THOMAS W. BIBUS**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Mar

- **NARY THEISEN**
  - Incumbent
  - write-in: Apr

- **JUDITH K. OZAWA**
  - write-in: May

- **JUDITH A. LOEE**
  - write-in: Jun

- **JUDITH A. BOWMAN**
  - write-in: Jul

- **JUDITH A. SMITH**
  - write-in: Aug

- **JUDITH A. HAYES**
  - write-in: Sep

- **JUDITH A. McGRADY**
  - write-in: Oct

- **JUDITH A. HOWARD**
  - write-in: Nov

- **JUDITH A. THOMAS**
  - write-in: Dec

**JUDGE 32**

**VOTE FOR ONE**

- **JUDITH K. OZAWA**
  - write-in: Feb

- **JUDITH A. LOEE**
  - write-in: Mar

- **JUDITH A. BOWMAN**
  - write-in: Apr

- **JUDITH A. SMITH**
  - write-in: May

- **JUDITH A. HAYES**
  - write-in: Jun

- **JUDITH A. McGRADY**
  - write-in: Jul

- **JUDITH A. HOWARD**
  - write-in: Aug

- **JUDITH A. THOMAS**
  - write-in: Sep

- **JUDITH A. SHAW**
  - write-in: Oct

- **JUDITH A. HANSEN**
  - write-in: Nov

- **JUDITH A. MILLER**
  - write-in: Dec

**VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT**